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ADVISE
FOR YOUR 
CUSTOMER
MORNING:
Apply the Lipolytic 
Fluid to the 
Phosphatidylcholine of 
the Extra Performance 
Line every morning with 
a light massage.

EVENING:
Apply the Cellulite 
Cream - Fat Reducing 
Cream every evening 
and perform a deep 
massage from the 
bottom to the other.

Once a week, during 
the shower, perform 
an exfoliation with the 
Salt & Sugar Basic Line 
Scrub.

1. PREPARATION
Prepare the massage table with a plastic foil. 

Empty the lymphatic ganglia with the Synergies 
Exential Drops Drained on the lymphatic ganglia 
and Anti-cellulite on the areas to be treated.

5. CELLULITE GEL MASK
Spread with a brush or spatula the Cellulite Gel 

Mask - Reducing Fat evenly on the cellulite and fat 
areas and massage until absorbed.

8. CREAM MASSAGE
Complete with a Reducing Modeling massage 

using the Cellulite - Reducing Fat Cream.

2. SEA SALT SCRUB
Carry out a scrub with fast and deep circular 

movements only on the cellulite areas to reactivate 
the blood circulation. Remove with a wet sponge.

4. FLUIDO 3 ACTION
Massage the Phosphatidylcholine Fluid over 

the whole previously treated part and massage with 
kneading maneuvers until completely absorbed.

6. PLASTIC FOIL
Close with the plastic foil and leave on for 

20/30 minutes.

3. CELLULITE - ADIPE ACTIVE 
CONCENTRATE

Distribute the contents of a Cellupro Advance 
ampoule at the critical points with a light friction 
massage.

7. LIGHT MASSAGE
Lift the plastic foil and absorb the residues of 

the Gel Mask with a light massage.

20/30
MINUTI

5
MINUTES
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ACTIVE CONCENTRATE
CELLULITE – FAT 
COD. 52020_12 FIALOIDI ML 15
Cellupro Advance active concentrates represent a new cosmetic 
approach, the composition of which has been rigorously studied and 
worked to act in every single phase of cellulite formation. They act on all 
aspects of this blemish to reactivate microcirculation, favor the elimination 
of excess fluids, counteract “orange peel” skin and weaken the fibrous 
cells of the nodules. Thanks to the interaction of the draining and 
detoxifying active ingredients in synergy with the exclusive Carnivorous 
Plant extract, they also simultaneously and intensively reduce the fatty 
tissue and accumulations of fat, allowing to work with excellent results on 
the abdomen, waist, hips, buttocks and knees.

CELLULITE - SLIMMING
FAT GEL MASK  
COD. 52022_ML 500
An original and ultra-enhanced formula, created specifically to promote a 
reduction in the volume of fat cells, eliminate excess fluids, counteract the 
stagnation of liquids and act simultaneously as a powerful lipo-reducer. 
Thanks to its special complex of ingredients and its programmed release 
system, it is able to release active ingredients over large areas without 
“skin saturation” effect. The synergy of its formula, consisting of Bromelain, 
Caffeine, Carnivorous Plant Extract, Carnitine, Butcher’s Broom, Green Tea, 
White Thyme, Ginger and Escin, allows to reactivate the microcirculation, 
favor the drainage and the expulsion of toxins, counteract “orange peel” 
skin and weaken the fibrous cells of the nodules, with a loss of centimeters 
from the first sessions.

3 ACTION FLUID
WITH PHOSPHATILICOLIN 
COD. 52021_ML 400
Inserted in the CELLUPRO ADVANCE system, Fluid 3 Action has a 
triple effect that will further enhance the results of the treatment. In 
fact the Phosphatilicoline, in addition to emulsifying the subcutaneous 
fat, favoring its elimination, it visibly reduces the volume of adipocytes, 
counteracting the typical irregularities of the orange peel skin and 
enhances the penetration of the active substances contained in the 
previously applied Active Concentrate  and the products that will be 
added. later. Thanks to its versatility it can also be a valid support for the 
enhancement of the other body systems of the Capri Beauty Line.

CELLULITE - SLIMMING
FAT CREAM
COD. 52023_ML 500
COD. 52026_ML 250 (F.TO RIVENDITA)
Designed for the final phase of Cellupro Advance treatment, the 
Cellulite - Fat Reducing Cream, promotes the reduction of fat deposits 
thanks to the interaction of the new phytocomplex of the Carnivorous 
Plant derived from the Drosera Ramentacea, in synergy with the other 
functional draining, detoxifying and reactivating substances. Its special 
texture allows a prolonged massage and a complete absorption of the 
active ingredients contained in it. Promotes the increase of skin tone, 
accelerates the lipolysis mechanism and reactivates the functionality of 
the skin microcirculation, facilitating the removal of toxins infiltrated into 
the tissues. Free of Parabens, Petrolates and Paraffins, it can be used on 
all skin types, even on the most sensitive and reactive ones.

ACTIVE
PRINCIPLES

The phytocomplex extracted 
from DROSERA RAMENTACEA,  
a carnivorous plant belonging to 
the Drosaceae family, is able to 
modulate the metabolism of adi-
pocytes by acting as a slimming, 
remodeling and anti-cellulite acti-
ve ingredient. It is able to prevent 
the accumulation of fat and redu-
ce the size of adipocytes thanks 
to its lipolytic effect. It acts effecti-
vely as an active slimming and re-
modeling ingredient and reduces 
cellulite and related pain.

FOSFATIDILCOLINA is able to 
solubilize the fat contained in the 
adipocytes, reducing the volume of 
the adipose panniculus. The dissol-
ved fat is subsequently reabsorbed 
and eliminated through the major 
lymphatic expulsion pathways. It is 
also a very interesting molecule as 
a carrier of other active ingredients, 
of which it promotes skin pene-
tration up to the inside of the cell 
membrane, where the function of 
the active ingredients manifests it-
self more effectively.

CENTELLA ASIATICA: Allows 
the drainage of liquids and im-
proves lymphatic circulation. 
ESCINA: Promotes capillary re-
sistance to permeability, gives 
support to veins and helps drain.
CAFFEINE: Stimulates the meta-
bolism of fats by facilitating the 
demobilization of fat deposits.
BROMELINE: Counteracts the 
formation of edemas and elimi-
nates toxins.
GINGER: Works on reactivating 
the circulation, reducing localized 
swelling.
RUSCO: Thanks to its vasoprotecti-
ve and anti-inflammatory properties, 
it counteracts venous insufficiency, 
pain and heaviness in the legs.
IVY: Improves the elasticity of the 
skin, reduces the fatty tissues and 
performs a soothing action.
WHITE THYME: It is able to 
drain excess liquids that cause 
water retention, swelling and 
imperfections of cellulite.

CELLULITE – FAT INTENSIVE BODY SYSTEM

The Cellupro Advance line offers an innovative specific system for cellulite blemishes characterized by fatty deposits, fluid 
retention and tissue atony. Remodels and tones the body promoting a deep draining and lipolytic action. In addition to typically draining and 
anti cellulite active ingredients such as Caffeine, Bromelain, Horse Chestnut, Centella Asiatica, Green Tea, Ginger and White Thyme, was included in the 
formulation a phytocomplex extracted from the Drosera Ramentacea, a carnivorous plant belonging to the Drosaceae 
family, mainly distributed in Australia, Africa and South America, with extremely powerful lipolytic and 
reducing lipo characteristics that give it an effective action on fat deposits and subcutaneous fat. In 
addition, the introduction of the new Fluid 3 Action based phosphatidylcholine allow to obtain both an ultra enhanced penetration of all substances, thanks 
to the carriers properties of this molecule, that an increase of its contrast function on localized fat and cellulite. Its composition, free of algae extracts, allows 
the new Cellupro Advance treatment to be applied on subjects with thyroid problems and with highlighted capillaries. Finally, thanks to the absence of 
Parabens, Petrolates and Paraffins, it is also ideal for sensitive and hyper-reactive skin.
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